There have been numerous attempts to derive general models for the structure and function of resource delivery networks in biology. Such theories typically predict the quantitative structure of vascular networks across scales. For example, fractal branching models of plant structure predict that the network dimensions within plant stems or leaves should be scale-free. However, very few empirical examples of such networks are available with which to evaluate such hypotheses. Here, we apply recently developed leaf network extraction software to a global leaf dataset. We find that leaf networks are neither entirely scale-free nor governed entirely by a characteristic scale. Indeed, we find many network properties, such as vein length distributions, which are governed by characteristic scales, and other network properties, notably vein diameter distributions, which are typified by power-law behaviour. Our findings suggest that theories of network structure will remain incomplete until they address the multiple constraints on network architecture.
INTRODUCTION
Identifying a general model built on physical first principles for the structure and function of fluid distribution networks has been a longstanding goal in biology. Most previous models have hypothesised that natural selection has optimised network geometry to perform some function, such as minimising resistance to hydraulic flow (Murray 1926; West et al. 1999 ), minimising structural material or blood volume (Murray 1926; Banavar et al. 1999) , or maintaining biomechanical similarity across branching generations (McMahon & Kronauer 1976) . Within a given optimisation framework, network theories typically predict the quantitative structure of networks across scales, e.g., across branching generations in a tree or leaf. All of the aforementioned models predict scale-free behaviour in some feature of the hierarchical branching network. For example, fractal branching models predict power-law scaling of xylem lengths (West et al. 1999) , and radii (Murray 1926; West et al. 1999) within plant stems, with similar predictions by model extensions applied to the venation structure within leaves .
To date, empirical tests of these network theories in biology have largely focused on evaluating model predictions rather than on evaluating the purported mechanism by directly examining network structure (see discussion in Price et al. 2010a ). For example, there has been an extended debate as to the form of the relationship between organism metabolic rate and mass. The debate centres around whether the scaling exponent is 2 ⁄ 3, 3 ⁄ 4 or even whether a power-law exists (Dodds et al. 2001; Savage et al. 2004; Kolokotrones et al. 2010) , given the predictions of a 3 ⁄ 4 exponent resulting from West et al.Õs fractal branching network model (West et al. 1997 (West et al. , 1999 . Testing secondary rather than primary predictions of network geometry has largely been a matter of necessity: there exist few complete quantitative descriptions of physical network structure with which to test predictions. In mammals, there are a few dozen descriptions of cardiovascular networks from which the statistics of hierarchical side-branching can be estimated (Zamir 2001) . No analogous studies of complete plant branching networks exist from which to estimate the statistical structure of xylem branching (Horn 2000) . Within trees, the properties of xylem conduits have been studied extensively, providing partial views of xylem dimensions including cross-sections (Anfodillo et al. 2006; Savage et al. 2010; Weitz et al. 2006; Petit & Anfodillo 2009 ) and lengths (Tyree & Zimmerman 2002 ), but no whole-network measurements are available.
The status of the study of vein networks within leaves is similar, in that only a handful of attempts have been made to quantify the geometry of leaf networks (Canny 1990; McCulloh et al. 2003) . Most instances of network analysis represent measurements of portions of the network, e.g. local vein density (Sack & Frole 2006; Brodribb et al. 2007; Blonder et al. 2010; Scoffoni et al. 2011) , the side lobe of a leaf (Turcotte et al. 1998) , the primary and sometimes secondary venation (Niinemets et al. 2007a,b) , and the scaling of conduit diameter with vessel bundle diameter in the first few vein orders (Coomes et al. 2008) . There have been a few attempts to quantify the geometry of entire networks, utilising automated image analysis algorithms on a handful of leaves (Bohn et al. 2002) , or interactive approaches in small Arabidopsis leaves (Rolland-Lagan et al. 2009 ). Quantifying the geometry of entire leaf networks has remained elusive primarily because of the sheer number of measurements required and due the complexities of image analysis (Price et al. 2010b) . This deficit in the availability of complete network information is unfortunate, given the central role leaves play in determining the hydrodynamic status, growth rate and fitness of plants (Lambers et al. 1998; Sack & Holbrook 2006) .
To begin to address this void, we first developed a null model for the scaling properties of leaf vascular networks. The null model is based on numerous observations that angiosperm leaf networks typically have a reticulate structure Blonder et al. 2010; Corson 2010; Katifori et al. 2010) . Therefore, we assumed that leaf networks should have structural properties resembling lattices, in which each lattice cell can be thought of as analogous to an areole. However, we also anticipate that the patterning of veins may be irregular, and discuss how disorder may impact the distributions of vein dimensions we observe in specimens. We then compared the null model predictions to over 4 000 000 individual vein measurements obtained from the vein networks of 353 leaves representing 339 species in 72 angiosperm families (Tables S1-S4 ). To extract leaf network statistics, we applied image segmentation algorithms contained in the LEAF GUI software package to unmagnified leaf images (Price et al. 2010b) , which allowed us to extract the position, width and length of each vein segment and its connectivity to other segments. We focused on three types of quantitative descriptions for our analysis due to their bearing on the aforementioned theories and our null models: (1) measures of local structure such as mean edge length (where ÔedgeÕ refers to the vein segment that occurs between branching points), mean intra-vein distance, and network density as a function of increasing leaf size; (2) aggregate measures for each leaf such as total network length or the total number of vein edges, as a function of increasing leaf size; and (3) the frequency distributions of edge lengths and diameters within each leaf.
As we demonstrate, leaf networks have a broad array of properties strongly consistent with our null model of a disordered lattice, including mean edge length, mean intra-vein distance, network density, and network length distributions. For example, we find that all of the local properties we consider are statistically invariant with respect to leaf size, and are strongly consistent with an observed structure driven by a characteristic scale, which is probably linked to diffusive length scales that may be species specific. We define the characteristic scale as the average length scale of the network as revealed in the geometry of its veins and ⁄ or areoles. Moreover, we find that all the aggregate properties increase as a linear function of leaf size, i.e., as the leaf gets bigger, there are more network edges, but their properties remain statistically invariant. However, the leaf networks we examine do have properties that are consistent with a scale-free design. In particular, we find that overall, the distributions of vein widths are better fit by power-laws than by exponentials, suggesting that the need for veins to deliver water and nutrients across a hierarchical network leads to a (partially) self-similar structure. Taken as a whole, our empirical analysis suggests that the constraints of mass flow require vein radii to connect hierarchically in a way that is scalefree (Ôfractal-likeÕ). However, we also find that the majority of structural features, including the length scale of the veins that underlie the geometry of the venation network, do not change systematically across species with different leaf sizes. We conclude by discussing the functional significance of our empirical findings of scale-free designs and characteristic scales within leaf networks and suggest the need to revisit optimisation theories of resource delivery networks in biology.
MATERIAL AND METHODS

Image metadata and analysis
Our dataset contains observations for leaves representing 353 individual cleared leaves of which there are 339 distinct species, with 29 Magnoliids, and 310 Eudicots (Table S1 ). These data come from the National Cleared Leaf Collection housed at the Museum of Natural History, Smithsonian Institution. The leaves we selected come from a collection of over 13 000 individual specimens. The medium in which these leaves were originally mounted is unfortunately deteriorating, damaging many of the leaves. As a consequence, most of the images are unsuitable for whole leaf network analysis. The analysis of approximately one specimen per species reflects the availability of suitable images in the collection.
We went through the entire collection, selecting only the best images for our analyses. Images were selected based on three criteria: (1) their leaves were intact (free from tears or other damage) or nearly so; (2) image resolution was sufficient to resolve most of the higher order veins, and; (3) the contrast between leaf veins, areoles and background was significant enough for our network extraction algorithms to resolve their structure. To analyse the images, we wrote a series of image analysis algorithms to extract network statistics from leaf scans using the Matlab software programme. These algorithms have been compiled into a graphical user interface for public use, with an accompanying manuscript (Price et al. 2010b) , user manual and demonstration videos (http://www.leafgui.org). The result of applying these algorithms to an individual leaf image is a set of connected edges, along with additional information on their dimensions, position and connectivity (see Fig. 1a -d for an illustration of these steps for a specimen of Gaultheria oppositifolia Hook. f.).
The resulting leaf network is represented as a set of connected edges, of which each edge has an assumed cylindrical shape. This is a common assumption in plant vascular analyses underlying almost all theoretical and empirical treatments; for example, measurements of sap flow rates often assume that flow can be approximated by the Hagen-Poiseuille equation, which assumes a cylindrical conduit (Tyree & Ewers 1991 ). Each cylindrical edge can then be described by two linear dimensions, length and diameter, which then enable the calculation of surface area and volume of the cylinder.
To calculate the dimensions of each individual cylindrical edge, we first apply a series of thresholding and cleaning steps (see Price et al. 2010b for a detailed description) to a cleared leaf image (Fig. 1a) . We convert the original RGB image to grayscale (0-255), then utilise both global and local adaptive thresholding approaches to yield a binary representation of the leaf vein network where veins are represented by 1Õs and non-vein areas are represented by 0Õs (Fig. 1b) . Global thresholding sets all image pixels greater than a user set value to foreground (1Õs), and all others to background (0Õs). Adaptive thresholding is similar in principle, but takes into account the uneven illumination of many leaf images. To correct for this, adaptive thresholding uses a local square window, the size of which is set by the user (in pixels). This window is then automatically moved across the image and pixels are separated into foreground and background according to whether their values, I, are greater than the value I m ) X, where I m is the mean intensity value in the local window and X is a threshold offset level preset by the user (usually set close to 0). Subsequent application of a distance transformation results in a representation of the network where the distance from each vein pixel, to the nearest non-vein pixel is recorded (Fig. 1c) . We then skeletonise the entire image, resulting in a single pixel wide representation of the network (Fig. 1d) . Nodes (red pixels, Fig. 1d ) and tips (yellow pixels, Fig. 1d ) are identified automatically. Edge skeletons are then identified as those pixels between nodes or between a node and a tip (light blue pixels, Fig. 1d ). Within an individual edge, the value of the distance transformation within each skeleton pixel corresponds to an estimate of the radius at that pixel. We take the mean of all the pixel radii within a given edge and multiply this value by two to arrive at an estimate for the edge diameter. Each edge length is calculated by walking along the edge counting one unit for pixels that share a border, and ffiffi ffi 2 p for pixels that touch on their corners.
Null model: leaf network as a honeycomb lattice with disorder
The functional basis for our set of null models is the observation that, relative to bulk flow through conduits, there exists a large resistance to flow of solution from xylem termini to sites of evaporation (Brodribb et al. 2007; Noblin et al. 2008) , or from the sites of photosynthesis to phloem conduits (Raven 1994) , which restricts the distance over which such flow can occur. If Cis the length scale at which breakdown of flow occurs due to diffusion and ⁄ or other limitations, areoles should have a characteristic scale l C < C. We model areoles as forming regular structures, and hence a leaf as a series of veins that make up the edges in a lattice, such that l C is the length of an average edge and, in the case of a honeycomb lattice, also the distance from a node to the centre of the areole (see Fig. 2 and Appendix S1 in Supporting Information). The choice of a honeycomb structure is based on visual inspection suggesting that regular polygons similar in shape to hexagons well describe the shape of areoles in many of the leaves we considered, and areoles of this shape are common in nonmonocot angiosperms (Ellis et al. 2009 ). However, we also consider other lattice models in which the basis lattice unit is a square and a triangle (see Appendix S1).
In general, the use of a lattice model simplifies predictions of how local and aggregate network features change with system size, because the scale l C can be used to make first order predictions. Here, we explain the general scaling relationships amongst network features using dimensional analysis, and note that the particular prefactors in the scaling relationships vary between lattice types, e.g., honeycomb, square or triangular lattices (see Table S5 , Appendix S1). First, the number of edges per unit area, or edge density, q 0 , should be proportional to l C )2 , i.e., q 0 $ l C )2
. Next, the network length density, q 1 , is defined as the average length of edges multiplied by the edge density, or q 1 = l C q 0 $ l C )1 . Likewise, as is apparent in Fig. 2 , the mean distance of points within a lattice element to the nearest edge is proportional to the edge length, i.e., d $ l C . Finally, the number of edges, N E , and nodes, N N , increases linearly with the number of lattice elements. Hence, the scaling of these aggregate network measures can be found as the product of the leaf area and edge density,
Similarly, the total network length, L tot , is the product of the number of edges and average edge length, or
Note that visual investigation of areoles within individual specimens suggests that any regular lattice shape only partially captures the complexity of areoles. In a purely lattice-based model, edge lengths would be identical, or at least unimodal and narrowly distributed around the characteristic scale, l C . Here, we present an alternative hypothesis. We propose that veins may be generated by a process that includes a random component, such that growing veins stop and ⁄ or branch at random with a constant probability per unit length, p. Given random branching and ⁄ or stopping, veins lengths will follow an exponential distribution, such that P(l) = pe )pl . We identify this average length, l C = 1 ⁄ p with the characteristic scale explained above. Hence, an alternative hypothesis is that empirical edge length distributions should be exponential with characteristic scale l C . Note that the length of network segments within river networks are exponentially distributed, presumably due to random coalescence processes (Dodds & Rothman 1999) , in support of our current approach.
Statistical analysis: bivariate relationships
Bivariate relationships among the majority of the aforementioned traits were analysed by fitting ordinary least squares (OLS) or standardised major axis (SMA) regression lines to linear or log scaled variables. Often in allometric analyses, SMA is preferred (Warton et al. 2006) , particularly when the measurement error in both the ordinate and abscissa is proportional, and a few of the relationships we explored warrant the use of SMA. However, the image segmentation algorithms we utilise are likely subject to significantly more error than whole leaf area measures, thus when the independent variable is leaf area, we use OLS; alternatively, we use SMA. For most of the relationships we report, the difference between OLS and SMA slopes would be minor anyway, considering the high correlation coefficients we observe (SMA slope = OLS slope ⁄ Ö(OLS R 2 ).
Statistical analysis: maximum likelihood estimation of distribution parameters
Vein dimension distributions were fit to exponential and power-law distributions. The maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) for the rate parameter (y) for the exponential distribution is simply 1= x h i, and the log likelihood (log L) is given by, log L ¼ N ðlog y h i À 1Þ, where N is the sample size. The MLE for the power-law model is given by,
log x i , where X MIN is the minimum value of X, c is the scaling exponent, and cÀ1 x 1Àc MIN is the normalising constant.
We follow the recent work of Clauset et al. (2009) in using MLEÕs for power-law fits. To compare the two models, we used the method of maximum likelihood to estimate the model parameters and likelihood. We then used AkaikeÕs information criterion (AIC) to evaluate which model provided a better fit to the data: AIC = 2k ) 2log L where k is the number of model parameters and L is the likelihood. For the exponential model, k = 1, whereas for the power-law, k = 2.
RESULTS
Network properties of 353 leaf venation networks
Our dataset exhibits multiple orders of magnitude variation in aggregate network size (Table S2 ). For example, the total network length ranges from $200 mm to $18500 mm, spanning nearly 2 orders of magnitude (see Fig. S1a ). However, despite this variation, we observe far less variation in local network structure. For example, the average edge length ranges from $0.11 mm to $0.52 mm and shows a clear central tendency (Fig. S1b) . Hence, we have preliminary evidence that local network properties are de-coupled from total size. Next, we evaluate the extent to which the lattice model is an appropriate descriptor of our vein dimension data.
Scaling of local measures of network structure
Recall that our null model is that of a lattice with characteristic scale l C (see Fig. 2 ). Hence, we can evaluate the hypothesis of the existence of a characteristic scale in leaves by determining if l C , edge density q 0 , and the average distance from non-vein tissue to the network d, are all uncorrelated with leaf area, A L (see Fig. 2c ). In contrast, if the basis unit of the lattice changed in size as leaf area increased, then we would expect to see correlations between these local measures of lattice structure and leaf area (see Fig. 2c ). We find that, l C , d and q 1 are all invariant with A L or nearly so (Table 1 , Fig. 3 ), in accord with a scaleinvariant lattice. Moreover, we observe a positive scaling between l C and d as expected for a lattice (Table 1 ). The leaf level mean value of d ⁄ l C varied from 0.158 to 0.39 with a mean value of 0.295 (standard deviation = 0.037), whereas the expected mean value for d ⁄ l c for a honeycomb lattice is $0.29; for a square lattice is $0.17, and for a triangular lattice is $0.10 (Appendix S1). Hence, a lattice, and in particular, a honeycomb lattice is a useful null model for baseline predictions, in that the distance from areoles to veins is largely determined by the characteristic length scale of a leaf. Note that our values for network density ( We suspect that these differences are due to the fact that our images are unmagnified photographs, which may not resolve all of the very smallest veins, yet which include all major veins.
Scaling of aggregate measures of network structure
The next set of predictions from our null model is that as leaves increase in size, their characteristic length scale does not change, but the number of lattice elements (analogous to areoles) along with associated edges and nodes increases in proportion to leaf area (see Fig. 2b ). Across all leaves, we find that the scaling relationships between number of edges N E , the number of nodes N N and the total network length L TOT with respect to variation in A L are all well Table 1 Regression statistics for interspecific scaling relationships: The P-value indicates the probability the observed slope is not different from the null slope resulting from the isometric lattice model. Note, as indicated in the Methods, OLS regression was used in those cases when error in the independent variable (leaf area) was thought to be substantially less than that in the dependent variable approximated by power-laws with exponents all very close to one (Fig. 4 , Table 1 ). The scaling of N N with N E is close to unity (Fig. 5) as is expected for planar networks, and the ratio of total number of edges to nodes was highly conserved across leaves, with a mean value of 1.58 and a variance of 0.003. The scaling of N E and N N with A L are statistically identical (Table 1) and only marginally different from one. In addition, the scaling of both L TOT and D TOT are nearly isometric with A L (Table 1) . Hence, the evidence suggests that the total size of the venation network grows linearly with leaf size, at least across the range of leaf size we have examined.
Distribution of lengths and diameters are consistent with both a characteristic scale null model and scale-free connectivity
The lattice null model is consistent with the scaling of both local network structure and total network size as a function of leaf area. However, visual inspection of leaves (as in Fig. 1 ) makes it apparent that there is disorder in venation networks. Here, we quantify disorder by analysing the probability distributions of vein dimensions within leaves. A preliminary look at the probability distribution functions of both vein lengths and vein diameters for a few leaves indicated that both were decreasing functions of size, and linear on log-linear and log-log scales respectively (see Supplementary File S1, which includes visual depictions of distributions for vein lengths and diameters for all 353 specimens). Any number of candidate models might be suggested; however, both the exponential and power-law models have been invoked to explain the scaling of resource delivery networks, thus for each leaf we compared the fit of both models for the distributions of vein lengths and diameters. The distribution of vein lengths was better fit by an exponential model rather than by a power-law model 100% of the time (353 ⁄ 353 cases). In contrast, the distribution of vein diameters was better fit by a power-law distribution in 273 ⁄ 353 cases or 77% of the time. (Fig. 5 , Supplementary File S1, Table S3 ). Thus, leaves typically possess a mixture of frequency distributions underlying their network geometry that typify characteristic scale models (exponential fits) and scale-free models (power-laws) (see Methods for fitting procedures).
Statistical analysis: comparing prefactor predictions of scaling relationships to those obtained from lattice models
The prior scaling results hold for lattice models in which the size of the lattice element does not increase with leaf area. We found that the average distance to the closest vein agrees with that of a honeycomb lattice model prediction. Here, we further evaluate the utility of the honeycomb lattice by its ability to predict the pre-factors of the remainder of the scaling relationships, and compare it with lattice model alternatives in which areoles have a characteristic four-sided (square) or three-sided (triangle) shape. In each case, we first estimate the characteristic length scale by finding the mean edge length in a leaf. Then, we utilise this length scale to predict the following network features: number of edges per area (q 0 ); length of edges per area (q 1 ), mean distance to nearest edge (d), total number of edges (N E ), total number of nodes (N N ), and total network length (L TOT ) (see Appendix S1 for derivations of these relationships). We compare predicted values for each quantity with the measured value (see Appendix S1). The honeycomb lattice model had the lowest sum of squared deviations from the 1:1 line in all six comparisons further demonstrating its usefulness as a null model for dicot leaf network structure (Figs. S2-S7, Appendix S1). However, we note that systematic deviations were observed in the prediction for the number of edges per unit area for all models (which lead to corresponding deviations for the total number of edges and the total length of edges). Such deviations are expected given that the networks we measure are hierarchical and have many freely ending veinlets. Incorporating such features into a null model is an important target for future work.
DISCUSSION
Understanding biological processes within a particular system is highly dependent on the scale of inquiry (Levin 1992) . Within physical networks, characteristic scales have previously been found to govern material properties such as hydrodynamic flows in planar river networks (Rodriguez-Iturbe & Rinaldo 1997; Dodds & Rothman 1999) ; however, it has remained an open question as to whether such findings would apply to planar networks of biological origin. Here, we have shown that many components of leaf networks, including vein lengths and intra-vein distances, are also well-described by a characteristic length scale. Moreover, many aspects of leaf networks are consistent with a null model of a simple isometric honeycomb lattice: all of the scaling relationships we measured (Table 1 ) are in agreement (or nearly so) with the null model predictions, save the frequency distribution of edge diameters. In addition, the expected values for the lattice prefactors for a honeycomb lattice were superior to the other 2D lattice types we considered (Appendix S1). In contrast, recent work (Scoffoni et al. 2011 ) with a small group of 10 species has shown that major veins, identified utilising classical vein ranking approaches (Ellis et al. 2009) , show decreasing density with increasing leaf area, while minor veins show no trend, consistent with our findings. Thus, the spacing of major and minor vein components may be somewhat decoupled. Biologically, the finding of characteristic scales suggests that as leaves increase in size, much of their geometry remains fixed, and is probably driven by hydrodynamic constraints between photosynthetic tissue and the vein network (Zwieniecki et al. 2002; Boyce et al. 2009 ). We hypothesise that this length scale is determined by solution transport limitations between veins and sites of evaporation (Brodribb et al. 2007; Noblin et al. 2008) or from the sites of photosynthesis to phloem conduits (Raven 1994) , and may differ between species, but is invariant with changes in leaf size across species. This is analogous to the finding that channels within river networks tend to be spaced by a characteristic length scale deriving from the assumption of uniform drainage density, i.e., rainfall falls everywhere and must flow out of the system (Rodriguez-Iturbe & Rinaldo 1997) . In the case of leaves, assuming a homogeneous distribution of chloroplasts or of stomates (Table 1) .
suggests a mechanistic basis for a similar result. Moreover, a characteristic spacing of veins ensures that lamina are well supplied and able to cope with the water losses concurrent with CO 2 acquisition (Noblin et al. 2008) . A full accounting of the consequences of fluid transport in leaves must account for bulk flow in veins, diffusion outside vein system through the porous mesophyll, and diffusion of water vapour through stomatal pores. While there is no trend in mean vein size or intra-vein distance with leaf size in our dataset, there exists variation around the mean (Fig. 3) . We suspect that this variation represents species level variability in vein porosity, the geometry and packing of mesophyll space, and stomatal dimensions. It will be of interest to learn, for example, if the residual variation in Fig. 3a -c is explained by systematic variation in mesophyll dimensions, stomatal size and ⁄ or number, or some other functional constraint.
Our finding that vein diameter distributions are better fit by powerlaws supports the notion that hierarchical aspects of the network must change as leaves grow, without respect to a particular scale. Due to the constraints of mass conservation, hydrodynamic flow necessitates a network hierarchy to ensure that all potential sites of photosynthesis are supplied (Murray 1926; LaBarbera 1990) . Thus, on the one hand, the network must develop in such a way that it is always close to the chloroplasts and ⁄ or stomates. On the other hand, the network veins must taper in a way that can sustain flow from relatively large petioles to much smaller veins surrounding areoles. The influence of these respective demands on the structure of the leaf networks is most clearly revealed in the differences in the frequency distributions of vein lengths and diameters (Fig. 5, Supplementary File S1) . This is the first instance of which we are aware that a mixture of frequency distributions have been described underlying the scaling of biological networks. It will be of interest to see if this pattern is repeated in biological networks at other scales and subject to different physical constraints.
The finding of a statistically invariant and also biophysically relevant length-scale mixed with scale-free network properties stands in contrast to a suite of optimisation theories that predict a purely fractal branching structure of optimal resource delivery networks (West et al. 1997 (West et al. , 1999 Banavar et al. 1999; . Although several of these models (West et al. 1997 (West et al. , 1999 were not intended to be applied to leaves per se, our findings do stress the importance of empirical verification of purported fractal network geometry for other physical networks, such as whole plants or animals.
There are many factors that could explain the discrepancy between prior theory and data. Importantly, most previous optimisation theories of biological networks have assumed that networks have evolved to minimise a single quantity, such as total energy expended in maintaining the network, or alternatively, total network resistance. Real networks have evolved under multiple selection pressures. The structure of leaf venation networks impacts numerous traits related to leaf function such as, whole tree resistance (Sack & Holbrook 2006) , photosynthetic rates (Brodribb et al. 2007) , leaf longevity (Onoda et al. 2011 ) and the robust functioning of photosynthesis (Zwieniecki et al. 2002) . With respect to the last of these examples, a number of recent papers have shown that loops within a vein network confer redundancy to xylem flow in the face of leaf damage Corson 2010; Katifori et al. 2010) . Hence, in the case of leaf venation networks, there are many classes of constraints that might reasonably be expected to be included in future theories of optimal branching. Although our results may stand in contrast to pure scaling predictions derived from a number of prior theories, we envision that the complexities in the current dataset will inspire theoretical and applied work while marking a new standard for testing optimal networks theories by direct comparison with biological network structure. for this project and have helped with conservation of the cleared leaf collection. John Raven and Cathy Price provided helpful comments on an earlier version of this manuscript. The authors thank the three anonymous reviewers for their valuable comments and suggestions.
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